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A
pproximately 90 million persons in the United

States live with 1 or more chronic illnesses.1 The

management of healthcare delivery for persons

with chronic illnesses has advanced substantially in

recent decades, yet considerable deficiencies in the

quality of chronic-illness care remain.2-6 Critics argue

that systems of care designed to deal with acute

episodes do not serve the needs of patients with chron-

ic illness well.7 Chronic illnesses rank among the

nation’s costliest conditions8; and 5 chronic illnesses—

asthma, diabetes, heart disease, hypertension, and

mood disorders—account for nearly one half of US

healthcare expenditures.9 Managed care organizations

are increasingly becoming the main source of health-

care services for persons with chronic illnesses such as

diabetes10 and may be particularly well suited to adopt-

ing reforms to optimize care for such patients.

The Chronic Care Model (CCM) is a primary

care–based framework aimed at improving the care of

patients with chronic illnesses.11-14 The model inte-

grates a number of elements into a plausible package

designed to foster more productive interactions

between prepared, proactive teams and well-informed,

motivated patients. Details on the concept, implemen-

tation, and evidence base of the CCM are available at

http://www.improvingchroniccare.org. 

Although individual components of the CCM have

been rigorously studied, accounts of the CCM’s beneficial

effects as a whole on processes, outcomes, and/or costs

come largely from self-reported, uncontrolled stud-

ies.11,14,15 Therefore, we sought in this meta-analysis to

classify previously published studies according to the

CCM component(s) implemented, in order to address 2

related research questions: (1) To what extent do inter-

ventions that incorporate 1 or more elements of the

CCM result in improved outcomes of interest for specif-

ic chronic illnesses? (2) Are some elements of the CCM

more effective than others? Although the CCM is

intended to be generic, applicable across all types of

chronic illnesses,11,16 we focused on evaluating the

effects of diverse interventions on clinical outcomes,

quality of life, and processes of care for 4 chronic ill-

nesses that would be of particular interest to managed

care organizations: asthma, congestive heart failure,

depression, and diabetes.

METHODS

Conceptual Model

The CCM identifies 6 elements deemed to be essen-

tial for providing high-quality care to patients with
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Objective: To use empirical data from previously published lit-
erature to address 2 research questions: (1) Do interventions that
incorporate at least 1 element of the Chronic Care Model (CCM)
result in improved outcomes for specific chronic illnesses? (2) Are
any elements essential for improved outcomes? 

Study Design: Meta-analysis.
Methods: Articles were identified from narrative literature

reviews and quantitative meta-analyses, each of which covered
multiple bibliographic databases from inception to March 2003.
We supplemented this strategy by searching the MEDLINE data-
base (1998-2003) and by consulting experts. We included ran-
domized and nonrandomized controlled trials of interventions that
contained 1 or more elements of the CCM for asthma, congestive
heart failure (CHF), depression, and diabetes. We extracted data on
clinical outcomes, quality of life, and processes of care. We then
used random-effects modeling to compute pooled standardized
effect sizes and risk ratios.

Results: Of 1345 abstracts screened, 112 studies contributed
data to the meta-analysis: asthma, 27 studies; CHF, 21 studies;
depression, 33 studies; and diabetes, 31 studies. Interventions with
at least 1 CCM element had consistently beneficial effects on clin-
ical outcomes and processes of care across all conditions studied.
The effects on quality of life were mixed, with only the CHF and
depression studies showing benefit. Publication bias was noted for
the CHF studies and a subset of the asthma studies.

Conclusions: Interventions that contain at least 1 CCM element
improve clinical outcomes and processes of care—and to a lesser
extent, quality of life—for patients with chronic illnesses.
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chronic illnesses: delivery system design, self-manage-

ment support, decision support, clinical information

systems, community resources, and healthcare organi-

zation.11,13,14 Because of the limited information avail-

able in published descriptions of interventions, and

because the CCM elements are broadly defined, we cat-

egorized interventions according to the CCM elements

they incorporated (Box).17 Any given intervention could

contain more than 1 element, up to a maximum of 6.

Article Selection and Data Abstraction

One author (ACT) was responsible for all aspects of

study selection and data abstraction. First, we used

MEDLINE and the Cochrane Library to identify 20

recently published systematic reviews and meta-analy-

ses of the 4 chronic illnesses of interest: asthma,18-22

congestive heart failure,23-28 non–insulin dependent dia-

betes mellitus,29-35 and depression.36,37 These 20 reviews,

in addition to 3 other reviews that were not condition

specific,38-40 formed the primary substrate for identify-

ing studies for potential inclusion in our study sample.

These previously published reviews covered multiple

databases—including the Cumulative Index to Nursing

and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), the Cochrane

Library, the Dissertation Index, Embase, Healthstar, the

Health Management Information Service (HELMIS),

MEDLINE, PsycINFO, PsychLit, and the System for

Information on Grey Literature in Europe (SIGLE)—

from inception to March 2003 (depending on the date

the review was published). We also performed a

MEDLINE search for more recent studies (January

Box. Classification of Studies According to the
Chronic Care Model

Delivery System Design
Care management roles
Team practice
Care delivery/coordination
Proactive follow-up
Planned visit
Visit system change

Self-management Support
Patient education
Patient activation/psychosocial support
Self-management assessment
Self-management resources and tools
Collaborative decision making with patients
Guidelines available to patients

Decision Support
Institutionalization of guidelines/prompts
Provider education
Expert consultation support

Clinical Information Systems
Patient registry system
Use of information for care management
Feedback of performance data

Community Resources
For patients
For community

Health Care Organization
Leadership support
Provider participation
Coherent system improvement and spread

Table 1. Outcomes of Interest 

Clinical Outcome 

Chronic Condition Continuous Variable Dichotomous Variable Quality of Life Process of Care

Asthma None selected* Number with ED visit Quality of life Number receiving 
during study period prescription for

long-acting asthma 
medication

Congestive heart failure None selected* Number readmitted Quality of life Number receiving 
during study period prescription for

ACE inhibitor

Depression Depression scale Number classified as Quality of life/SF-36 Number receiving
depressed or symptomatic mental component prescription for

summary antidepressant 
medication

Diabetes HbA1c level Number with HbA1c Quality of life Number tested for 
level >7% HbA1c level

ACE indicates angiotensin-converting enzyme; ED, emergency department; HbA1c, glycosylated hemoglobin; SF-36, SF-36® Health Survey. 
*For asthma and congestive heart failure, we originally collected data from studies that reported the clinical outcomes as either continuous or dichotomous
variables, but we abandoned the analyses on the continuous variables because of inadequate sample sizes.

What Improves Chronic Illness Care?
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1998-June 2003) that may have been missed. Finally,

additional studies were identified by consulting experts

and searching independently maintained bibliographies

(eg, the Chronic Care Bibliography41).

In identifying abstracts and articles for potential

inclusion in our sample, the authors and their affilia-

tions were not masked. We screened all identified

abstracts for potentially relevant studies that assessed

the effects of interventions containing 1 or more of the

CCM elements. Randomized and nonrandomized con-

trolled studies were eligible for inclusion. Uncontrolled

studies were excluded, as were studies written in a lan-

guage other than English. Because we sought to include

only the most recent decade of published evidence in

our report, we excluded studies published before 1993. 

These studies used a wide range of outcome vari-

ables. We identified a clinical outcome, a quality-of-life

outcome, and a key process of care for each condition

(Table 1). To make the analysis more tractable and to

maximize our ability to pool data, we opted to collect

data on the variables that were reported by the greatest

number of studies (eg, for the diabetes studies we select-

ed glycosylated hemoglobin [HbA1c] as the clinical out-

come rather than cholesterol level, and HbA1c

monitoring as the key process of care rather than fun-

duscopic testing). We also accepted a variety of similar

measures for some domains. For example, we accepted

any of the most commonly used measures for the clini-

cal outcome among the depression studies, including

the Hopkins Symptom Checklist-20 (9 studies), the

Hamilton Depression Rating scale (6 studies), and the

Center for Epidemiological Studies–Depression scale (6

studies). The most commonly used measures of disease-

specific quality of life were the St. George’s Respiratory

Questionnaire (4 studies), the Juniper Asthma Quality

of Life Questionnaire (4 studies), and the Minnesota

Living with Heart Failure Questionnaire (3 studies).

Among the selected studies with data on the clinical

outcomes, some reported data as count variables or

continuous variables, whereas others reported data as

dichotomous variables. We extracted data in both forms

where possible. Too few studies on asthma and conges-

tive heart failure reported the clinical outcome data as

count variables (number of emergency department vis-

its or readmissions during the study period), so for

those 2 condition-specific analyses we used only the

data that were reported as dichotomous variables (num-

ber with any emergency department visit during study

period, number readmitted during study period).

Using a standardized data collection form, we

abstracted data on study characteristics, including CCM

elements incorporated in the interventions and effects

on clinical outcomes, quality of life, and processes of

care. If the results of a study were reported in multiple

articles, data were abstracted from all articles and

attributed to the primary citation. If a study reported

comparisons at multiple follow-up times, we abstracted

data on outcomes closest to 12 months of follow-up. For

each study that reported data as continuous variables,

the mean and standard deviation values were extracted

(if available). For studies that did not report a standard

deviation value at follow-up, the standard deviation was

assumed to be equal to one quarter of the theoretical

range for that measure. This imputation approach is

based on the assumption that the underlying distribu-

tions were approximately normal, and it is a very con-

servative assumption in that the multiplication factor

for truly normal distributions should be closer to one

sixth. For the clinical outcomes, a higher score repre-

sented a worse outcome, whereas for quality of life and

processes of care, a higher score represented a better

outcome; some studies required recoding of quality-of-

CLINICAL

Figure 1. Flow of Evidence

Initial Search (n = 1345)

345   Asthma

242   Congestive heart failure

217   Depression

360   Diabetes

179   Other

Articles Reviewed (n = 304)

  70   Asthma

  44   Congestive heart failure

  81   Depression

109   Diabetes

Articles Retained (n = 112)

  27   Asthma

  21   Congestive heart failure

  33   Depression

  31   Diabetes

Exclusion Criteria:

r0/R0: Duplicate reference or same study reported in multiple articles

r1/R1: Not written in English

r2/R2: Not condition of interest

r3/R3: Not patient population of interest

r4/R4: Published before 1993

r5/R5: No control group

r6/R6: No usual-care arm

r7/R7: No intervention tested or description of planned study only

r8/R8: No outcomes of interest

r9/R9: Insufficient statistics provided for data abstraction

Abstracts Rejected (n = 1041)

r0: 282

r1: 8

r2: 170

r3: 30

r4: 142

r5: 

r6: 7

r7: 373

r8: 26

r9: 

Abstracts Rejected (n = 192)

R0: 58

R1: 0

R2: 0

R3: 1

R4: 1

R5: 42 

R6: 1

R7: 14

R8: 45

R9: 30 
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life measures for consistency. For example, if a study

used the St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire as a

measure of quality of life (0-100, with higher scores

indicating poorer quality of life), we recoded the vari-

ables so that higher scores represented better quality of

life. We excluded studies that did not provide sufficient

statistics for data abstraction if our efforts to contact the

study’s authors for additional data were unsuccessful.

Statistical Analysis

We conducted all analyses using the Stata statistical

software package (version 8.0, Stata Corporation,

College Station, Tex).42-47 For each study, effect sizes

were calculated for the intervention group relative to the

comparison group at follow-up. If outcomes were meas-

ured on a continuous scale, we computed Hedges g, the

standardized effect size, with an adjustment to correct

for small-sample bias.48 For each intervention-control

comparison of a dichotomous outcome, we calculated

the risk ratio and its standard deviation.49 Effect sizes

were estimated for each type of outcome variable using

random-effects models (incorporating both between-

study and within-study variance50), first pooled across

conditions and then stratified by condition. A priori, we

deemed pooled estimates based on fewer than 5 studies

to be unreliable for statistical hypothesis testing, as

noted in the results. To check for publication bias

(which may result from the nonpublication of small neg-

ative studies), we visually assessed funnel plots for asym-

metry and used the regression asymmetry test.51

We used a multivariate approach to independently

assess the effect of each CCM element on the estimated

pooled effect size, after adjusting for the presence of the

other elements if the study’s intervention contained more

than 1 element. To do this, we fit random-effects meta-

regression models52 for each of the 4 types of outcomes.

The only covariates included in these regressions were a

constant term and 6 indicator variables equal to unity if

the intervention included that particular CCM element,

zero otherwise.53 Some of the CCM elements were imple-

What Improves Chronic Illness Care?

Table 2. Summary Statistics

Number of Studies

Congestive
Asthma Heart Failure Depression Diabetes Total

Characteristic (n = 27) (n = 21) (n = 33) (n = 31) (n = 112)

Year of publication
1993-1998 14 8 9 11 42
1999-2003 13 13 24 20 70

Setting
Inpatient 0 4 1 0 5
Outpatient 27 17 32 31 107

Follow-up time
0-6 mo 10 16 19 7 52
7-12 mo 14 5 12 14 45
>12 mo 3 0 2 10 15

Jadad quality score
0 3 3 4 9 19
1-2 15 10 15 17 57
3 9 8 14 5 36
4+ 0 0 0 0 0

Sample size at follow-up
0-100 14 4 7 6 31
101-200 8 10 13 8 39
200+ 5 7 13 17 42

Number of interventions
1 23 4 13 12 52
2 4 13 7 9 33
3 0 2 8 9 19
4 0 2 5 1 8

Type of intervention
Delivery system design 3 19 19 19 60
Self-management support 24 19 20 17 80
Decision support 2 4 20 12 38
Clinical information systems 2 1 7 9 19
Community resources 0 0 1 3 4
Health care organization 0 1 4 1 6
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mented in too few studies for a pooled estimate to be

computed, so we labeled those situations as “not

estimable”  in the results. All statistical hypothesis tests

were carried out at the 2-sided .05 level of confidence. 

The degree of between-study heterogeneity was

assessed by the chi-square test for heterogeneity based on

the Cochran Q test.54 We also calculated the heterogene-

ity statistic I2, which is independent of the number of

studies and the effect-size metric, and can be interpreted

as the proportion of total variation in the estimated treat-

ment effect that is due to between-study heterogeneity

rather than chance.55 We fit random-effects meta-regres-

sion models52 to determine whether study-level variables

explained the heterogeneity in the treatment effects,

including in these models the following study-level vari-

ables: indicators for CCM element, indicators for type

of chronic illness, duration of follow-up, inpatient or

outpatient setting, and Jadad quality score.

In post hoc meta-regression analyses, we included

variables to determine whether synergies were associat-

ed with the use of more CCM elements. The first speci-

fication included an ordinal variable for the number of

CCM elements in the intervention. The second specifi-

cation examined only the subset of studies that includ-

ed delivery system design (the most frequently studied

CCM component) in the intervention. Studies that

incorporated delivery system design plus any additional

CCM elements were compared with studies that incor-

porated delivery system design only. The third specifi-

cation was similar but examined only the subset of

studies that included self-management support (the sec-

ond most frequently studied CCM component).

Sensitivity Analysis

We used the Jadad scale to assess the quality of stud-

ies in our sample.56 Each study received from 0 to 5

points (with higher scores representing higher method-

ological quality), depending on whether it was described

as randomized or double blind, if the randomization

sequence or blinding procedure was appropriate, and if

it provided detailed information on withdrawals and

dropouts. Because studies of low methodological quality

have been found to overestimate treatment benefit,57 we

conducted a sensitivity analysis by re-estimating pooled

effects and refitting meta-regression models using only

the 36 studies with a Jadad quality score of 3 or higher.

CLINICAL

Figure 2. Forest Plot of Studies Reporting Data on Clinical Outcomes as Continuous Variables

Combined

Diabetes

Depression

-2 -1

Standardized Effect Size

Favors Intervention Favors Control

0 1

Banerjee (1996)
Barrett (2001)

Blanchard (1996)
Brown (2000)
Calshan (1994)
Coleman (1999)

Datto (2003)
Goldberg (1998)
Hunkeler (2000)

Katon (1995)
Katon (1996)
Katon (1999)

Katzelnick (2000)
Leveille (1998)

Llewellyn-Jones (1999)
Mann (1998)

Miranda (2003)
Mynors-Wallis (2000)

Rabins (2000)
Rollman (2002)

Rost (2001)
Rubenstein (2003)

Simon (2000)
Tutty (2000)

Unutzer (2002)
Whooley (2000)
Worrall (1999)

Benjamin (1999)
Brown (2002)
DICET (1994)

De Sonnaville (1997)
Glasgow (2000)
Glasgow (2000)
Hirsch (2002)

Hoskins (1993)
Hurwitz (1993)

Jaber (1996)
Keyserling (2002)
Kinmonth (1998)

Laffei (1998)
Meigs (2003)

O'Connor (1996)
Olivarius (2001)

Pieber (1995)
Piette (2000)
Piette (2001)

Ridgeway (1999)
Stroebel (2002)

Thompson (1999)
Tu (1993)

Weinberger (1995)
Whitlock (2000)
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RESULTS

Identification, Distribution, and Quality of Evidence 

Figure 1 illustrates the flow of literature from the origi-

nal sources to final acceptance for our review. We identi-

fied 1345 abstracts of studies published between January

1993 and June 2003. On the basis of screening the

abstracts, we excluded 1041 abstracts and requested 304

articles for detailed review. Of these, we excluded an addi-

tional 192 articles. The Evidence Table, available at

http://www.rand.org/health/icice, provides a list of refer-

ences for the 112 studies included, as well as further details

on each of these studies. Any given study could contribute

data on 1 or more outcomes of interest, so we report sam-

ple sizes for the stratified analyses in the tables below.

Summary statistics for the sample of studies are pro-

vided in Table 2. Of the 112 studies in our analysis, 93

studies (83%) were described as randomized. Only 36

studies (32%) scored a 3 on the Jadad scale, and none

scored higher than 3. The primary limitation of these

studies was the lack of double blinding, but double blind-

ing is rarely possible in studies of organizational inter-

ventions. Almost half of the studies (46%) contained only

1 CCM element in the intervention. The most common

CCM elements contained in the interventions were self-

management support (n = 80), delivery system design

(n = 60), and decision support (n = 38). The 2 most com-

mon elements, self-management support and delivery

system design, were frequently bundled together with at

least 1 other element (64% [51/80] and 83% [50/60],

respectively). Only 8 studies included 4 CCM elements in

the intervention. Most interventions were carried out in

the outpatient setting, but 4 congestive heart failure stud-

ies and 1 depression study tested inpatient interventions.

Overall Results

We first examined the overall effectiveness of inter-

ventions with 1 or more CCM elements. Overall, the in-

terventions led to statistically significant improvements

in each of the 4 outcomes of interest. In particular, for

the 52 studies that reported clinical outcomes as contin-

uous variables (depression and diabetes only), there was

a statistically significant pooled effect size of –0.23 in

favor of the intervention (95% confidence interval

[CI] = −0.31, −0.15; P < .001 for whether the reduction

was less than 0; see Figure 2). The 46 studies that

reported clinical outcomes as dichotomous variables

yielded a statistically significant pooled relative risk of

0.84 in favor of the intervention (95% CI = 0.78, 0.90;

P < .001 for whether the relative risk was less than 1; see

Figure 3. Forest Plot of Studies Reporting Data on Clinical Outcomes as Dichotomous Variables

Combined

Asthma

Congestive

heart failure

Depression

Diabetes

.5.25

Relative Risk

Favors Intervention Favors Control

1 2 4

Bailey (1999)
Cowie (1997)
Garrett (1994)
Ghosh (1998)
Harish (2001)
Heard (1999)
Yoon (1993)

Capomolla (2002)
Cline (1998)

Ekman (1998)
Harrison (2002)
Hughes (2000)
Jaarsma (1999)
Kasper (2002)

Laramee (2003)
Naylor (1999)
Philbin (2000)
Rich (1993)
Rich (1995)

Riegel (2000)
Riegel (2002)

Schneider (1993)
Serxner (1998)
Stewart (1998)
Stewart (1999)

Weinberger (1996)
Banerjee (1996)

Katon (1999)
Katzelnick (2000)

Llewellyn-Jones (1999)
Mann (1998)

Mynors-Wallis (2000)
Rollman (2002)

Rubenstein (2003)
Simon (2000)
Tutty (2000)

Unutzer (2002)
Wells (2000)

Whooley (2000)
Williams (1999)

De Sonnaville (1997)
Meigs (2003)
Piette (2000)

Renders (2001)
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Figure 3). The overall effect on quality-of-life outcomes,

based on data from 24 studies, was statistically signifi-

cant and favored the intervention (0.11; 95% CI =

0.02, 0.21; P = .023; see Figure 4). Finally, 32 stud-

ies contributed data on process outcomes of interest

for a pooled relative risk of 1.19 (95% CI = 1.10, 1.28;

P < .001; see Figure 5). 

The overall effects were pooled across conditions. To

enhance the clinical interpretation of our findings, we

report the condition-specific pooled effect sizes in Table

3. Across conditions, the interventions had consistent

effects on clinical outcomes and processes. With respect

to quality of life, however, the asthma studies showed

equivocal results, despite an adequate number of studies.

The pooled effect size (–0.19) for the diabetes stud-

ies reporting continuous data on HbA1c indicates a

lower HbA1c value in the intervention group at follow-

up compared with the control group. Assuming a

range of standard deviation values from 1.56 to 2.47

(the interquartile range for the studies in our sample),

this effect size is equivalent to a reduction in HbA1c of

0.30% to 0.47%. The positive effect size reported for

the congestive heart failure studies (0.28) indicates a

higher quality-of-life scale score in the intervention

group compared with the control group and is equiva-

lent to an increase of 5.6-6.7 points on the Chronic

Heart Failure Questionnaire.

We assessed publication bias along 2 dimensions: out-

come measure and condition. Based on funnel plot

inspection and the regression asymmetry test, evi-

dence of publication bias was apparent for the conges-

tive heart failure studies (all outcomes) and the asthma

studies with dichotomous data on the clinical outcome.

Relative Effectiveness of Chronic Care 

Model Elements

In the meta-regression analyses, we found that 4 ele-

ments of the CCM (delivery system design, self-manage-

ment support, decision support, and clinical

information systems) were associated with better out-

comes and processes, after adjusting for the presence

of other elements if the intervention contained more

than 1 element (Table 4). Our sample had too few

studies that implemented the community resources

and health care organization elements to judge the rel-

ative effectiveness of those 2 elements. The statisti-

cally significant effects observed for delivery system

design and self-management support could be attrib-

uted to both the larger number of studies and the

larger estimated effects. Decision support improved

CLINICAL

Figure 4. Forest Plot of Studies Reporting Data on Quality of Life

Combined
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Cote (1997)
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Knoell (1998)

Kotses (1995)

Lahdensuo (1996)

Levy (2000)

Premaratne (1999)

Thoonen (2003)

Harrison (2002)

Jaarsma (1999)

Kasper (2002)

Philbin (2000)

Rich (1995)

Stewart (1999)

Rubenstein (2003)

Unutzer (2002)

Wells (2000)

Glasgow (2000)

Kinmonth (1998)

Piette (2000)
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process significantly, but not outcomes. We observed

no statistically significant effects for clinical informa-

tion systems, perhaps due to the smaller number of

studies. We also noted that no single element of the

CCM was essential to improved outcomes (Appendix, a-

vailable at http://www.rand.org/health/icice).

Evidence of substantial between-study heterogeneity

was noted for the analyses of continuous clinical out-

comes (I2 = 78%; Cochran’s χ2 test for homogeneity Q =

230.4, df = 51, P < .001); dichotomous clinical out-

comes (I2 = 67%; Q =135.19, df = 45, P < .001); quality

of life (I2 = 75%, Q = 92.81; df = 23; P < .001); and

processes (I2 = 90%; Q = 311.59, df = 31, P < .001).

These I2 values indicate that more than two thirds of the

variation in the estimated treatment effects may be

attributable to between-study heterogeneity. We fit ran-

dom-effects meta-regression models to identify potential

explanations for this variation, but the study-level vari-

ables we considered—indicators for type of chronic ill-

ness, indicators for CCM element, duration of follow-up,

inpatient or outpatient setting, and Jadad quality score—

did not appreciably reduce the unexplained variance.

Synergistic Effects

In our random-effects meta-regression analyses,

the number of

CCM elements

incorporated in

the study inter-

vention was not

associated with

better out-

comes, with P

values ranging

from 0.38 to

0.81. Only 2

CCM domains,

delivery system

design and self-

m a n a g e m e n t

support, were

represented in

enough studies

for a meaningful

comparison of

in te rvent ions

consisting of that

element alone

versus that ele-

ment in conjunc-

tion with other

elements. In our

data, these com-

parisons were never statistically significant, with P val-

ues ranging from 0.13 to 0.61. 

Sensitivity Analysis

We re-fit the meta-regression models to the subset of

studies (n = 36) that scored a 3 on the Jadad scale.57

This sensitivity analysis yielded results that were quali-

tatively similar to the main analysis (Appendix Tables

6 and 7, available at http://www.rand.org/health/icice).

The pooled effect sizes were generally larger (favoring

the intervention), with larger confidence intervals. 

DISCUSSION

Interventions that incorporated 1 or more elements

of the CCM had beneficial effects on clinical outcomes

and processes of care for patients, and the results were

consistent across a variety of chronic illnesses. Al-

though our estimates of pooled effect size were small to

moderate,58 they also are broadly consistent with those

reported in prior meta-analyses.22,28,35,40 Interventions

directed at diabetes care, for example, led to a 0.30%-

0.47% reduction in HbA1c. Managed care organizations

may realize benefits from even smaller reductions in

mean population values for continuous risk factors such

Figure 5. Forest Plot of Studies Reporting Data on Processes of Care
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as lipid levels and HbA1c. For example, the European

Prospective Investigation of Cancer and Nutrition

(EPIC-Norfolk) estimated that a population reduction

of 0.2% in HbA1c could reduce the prevalence of men

with high HbA1c levels (5%-6.9%) from 79% to 57% and

reduce excess mortality by 10%.59 We found that inter-

ventions directed at congestive heart failure led to a

5.6- to 6.7-point improvement in the Chronic Heart

Failure Questionnaire, slightly less than the 7- to 9-

point difference that is regarded as a minimal clinical-

ly important difference on that scale.60

The evidence was mixed for quality of life, with the

asthma and diabetes studies showing no benefit. It has

been well established that condition-specific quality-of-

life scales are more sensitive to changes in clinical sta-

tus than are generic measures of quality of life. Most of

the studies included in our meta-analyses used condi-

tion-specific quality of life scales (see the Evidence

Table, available at http://www.rand.org/health/icice).

For some conditions, one might reasonably expect dis-

ease-specific interventions to have a more direct effect on

clinical outcomes and processes of care than on quality
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Table 3. Pooled Estimates by Condition

Clinical Outcome

Continuous Variable* Dichotomous Variable Quality of Life Process of Care
(Lower Is Better) (Lower Is Better)                  (Higher Is Better) (Higher Is Better)

Chronic Effect Size Relative Risk Effect Size Relative Risk
Condition (95% CI) No. (95% CI) No. (95% CI) No. (95% CI) No.

Overall −0.23 (−0.31, −0.15) 52 0.84 (0.78, 0.90) 46 0.11 (0.02, 0.21) 24 1.19 (1.10, 1.28) 32
Asthma 0.82 (0.69, 0.98) 9 0.01 (−0.19, 0.20) 12 1.61 (0.56, 4.64) 2†

Congestive 0.81 (0.71, 0.92) 19 0.28 (0.06, 0.51) 6 1.13 (1.00, 1.28) 6
heart failure
Depression −0.25 (−0.37, −0.13) 27 0.83 (0.74, 0.93) 14 0.18 (0.08, 0.28) 3† 1.28 (1.11, 1.48) 15
Diabetes −0.19 (−0.29, −0.10) 25 0.92 (0.81, 1.05) 4†

−0.02 (−0.20, 0.17) 3† 1.10 (1.01, 1.19) 9

Table 4. Pooled Estimates by Chronic Care Model Element

Clinical Outcome

Continuous Variable* Dichotomous Variable Quality of Life Process of Care
(Lower Is Better) (Lower Is Better)                  (Higher Is Better) (Higher Is Better)

Element Effect Size Relative Risk Effect Size Relative Risk
Present (95% CI) No. (95% CI) No. (95% CI) No. (95% CI) No.

Delivery system −0.21 (−0.40, −0.02) 33 0.77 (0.62, 0.96) 30 0.33 (−0.10, 0.76) 12 1.16 (1.01, 1.34) 21
design

Self-management −0.22 (−0.38, −0.05) 35 0.81 (0.66, 0.99) 36 −0.03 (−0.25, 0.19) 22 1.31 (1.00, 1.71) 15
support

Decision support −0.14 (−0.33, 0.05) 24 0.87 (0.69, 1.09) 17 0.04 (−0.36, 0.45) 7 1.29 (1.08, 1.54) 18

Clinical informa- −0.06 (−0.27, 0.15) 13 0.83 (0.64, 1.07) 10 −0.28 (−1.08, 0.51) 2† 1.08 (0.91, 1.28) 9
tion systems

Community −0.11 (−0.41, 0.19) 4† NE 0 NE 1 NE 0
resources

Health care −0.02 (−0.33, 0.29) 4† 0.82 (0.56, 1.20) 3†
−0.38 (−1.26, 0.49) 3† 0.88 (0.67, 1.16) 5

organization

CI indicates confidence interval.
*Includes data only on studies related to depression and diabetes. 
†Pooled estimates based on fewer than 5 studies should be interpreted with caution.

CI indicates confidence interval; NE, not estimable.
*Includes data only on studies related to depression and diabetes. 
†Pooled estimates based on fewer than 5 studies should be interpreted with caution.
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of life. Improvements in diabetes care, for example, are

focused on preventing long-term microvascular compli-

cations beyond the end point of the studies we exam-

ined,61 with less focus on improving short-term quality

of life. We speculate that our meta-analyses might

have yielded different results, for example, had we

used a quality-of-life measure that is more sensitive to

the short-term benefits of improved glycemic control.62,63

The CCM elements most responsible for these benefits

could not be determined from the data. Effects appeared

to be somewhat stronger for delivery system design and

self-management support, although decision support had

significant beneficial effects on processes. The other ele-

ments of the CCM may be critical infrastructure for pro-

viding high-quality chronic care but are more difficult to

test scientifically. For example, leadership support may

be necessary to promote and sustain higher quality, but

randomizing managed care organizations to receive

changes in leadership support is clearly infeasible. It is

no wonder that these elements have not had many sci-

entific trials. The fact that such linkages are hard to

study scientifically does not mean they are unimportant.

Instead, they are supported by common sense and

reports from successful organizations.

The CCM has been promoted as a unified package.

Evidence that interventions with multiple components

do better than interventions with single components64

has been interpreted as supporting synergistic effects in

which the whole is bigger than the sum of the parts.

Some components of the model, such as building an

electronic patient registry, may facilitate other compo-

nents and reduce their costs. We found that single inter-

ventions were quite successful. In post hoc analyses, we

attempted to identify whether there may be some advan-

tage to having more components, but that advantage was

never statistically significant and does not appear to be

more than additive.

One limitation of our work is that the studies in our sam-

ple only incorporated elements of the CCM and were not

designed to test the entire CCM package.11,13,14 The

RAND/University of California–Berkeley Improving Chronic

Illness Care Evaluation (ICICE) is nearing completion, and it

is the first independent and controlled evaluation of the

effects of implementing the CCM as a whole. Organizations

signed up for the Institute of Healthcare Improvement’s

Collaboratives to improve care for specific conditions65 and

worked together to learn about the CCM and about how to

make organizational changes to improve quality of care. The

design of the ICICE has been published,66 and results from

the evaluation are posted at http://www.rand.org/health/

ICICE/ as they become available. Despite the large scale of

the evaluation—24 organizations with both intervention and

control sites, and 12 organizations with intervention sites

only—the number of participating organizations was too

small to determine which components of the CCM were

most critical to success. The organizations’ characteristics

and what they did differed in many ways, many times

more than the number that could be studied statistically.

A second limitation is that the use of meta-analytic

methods necessarily forces what are likely complex, multi-

variate interventions into a narrow linear framework. In

this meta-analysis we aggregated results across conditions

and across interventions. We attempted to investigate the

sources of variation between studies, but we were unable

to explain much of it. We also were unable to assess inter-

actions between CCM element and type of chronic illness.

For example, a clinical information systems intervention

featuring physician reminders may be particularly effective

for improving care for one type of chronic illness but not

for other types, and a pooled analysis would not identify

the interaction. A related limitation is that we were unable

to assess the intensity of implementation in the study

interventions.17,67 Perhaps the interventions we studied

were successful because doing trials requires energy and

commitment to the intervention concept. This energy may

be an important component of initial success that is hard

to transfer. If there is significant variation in the intensity

of implementation of these elements across studies, sim-

plified comparisons based on the presence or absence of

these elements may mask important between-study dif-

ferences. In addition, we focused our data collection on

selected outcomes. We needed to do so in order to aggre-

gate across studies, recognizing that interventions may

have had different effects on other outcomes and process-

es of care. However, the outcomes we selected were

reported in a large number of studies and likely reflect

outcomes of interest to managed care organizations. A

final limitation is that we used an unconventional search

strategy by relying on prior meta-analyses as the primary

substrate for identifying our sample of studies. Doing so

may have introduced unpredictable biases, but we also

systematically searched the MEDLINE database and the

Chronic Care Bibliography41 to identify more recently

published studies.

Despite these limitations, our meta-analysis shows

that interventions that contain 1 or more elements of

the CCM can improve outcomes and processes for sev-

eral chronic illnesses of interest to managed care organ-

izations. How to transfer the gains from these efficacy

studies into the chaotic real world of healthcare is a dif-

ferent but equally important issue. 
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